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Abstract: Controlled layering of functional material can produced a versatile film with specific chemical and 
physical proprieties for desirable applications. This article presented inkjet multilayer structures of ZnO 
nanoparticles of specific layer morphology and thickness for the development of devices where a high surface-to-
volume ratio is required (e.g. micro gas sensors). Stacked multilayers were stratified through a multi-run printing 
process suitable to produce large-square pattern on flat silicon support. The formation of a multilayer structure 
was demonstrate through an extended structural characterization of the resulting film. Printed layer morphology 
was investigated with optical and scanning electron microscopies; atomic force microscopy profiling 
characterizations were conducted over the entire printed area to evaluate the pattern reproducibility. Finally, a 
preliminary study as gas sensing film was performed, using the alcohol/ZnO interaction experiments. 
Keywords: Inkjet printing; ZnO nanoparticles; Stacked-multilayers. 

1. Introduction

Multilayer structures are desirable for developing advanced devices because they offer the opportunity to create
a versatile film with specific chemical and physical proprieties. A wide range of functional materials were 
successfully prepared through solution processing techniques [1-3], however, the dipping steps, including in this 
approach, critically hamper their implementation in a real manufacturing process and consequentially the potential 
technological applications of the functional material. The inkjet method has recently demonstrated exceptional 
performances to stratify materials creating advanced nanocomposite with specific geometry and functionalities 
[4,5]. Moreover, respect to traditional methods it offers the opportunity for fast, practical and low-cost approaches 
even over an extended range of area and on a wide variety of substrates, including plastic materials [6-11]. The 
ability to print patterns with a higher resolution than other solution processing techniques has been widely 
documented too [12] together with the capability of defining structures without using any masks. These features 
demonstrate that the technique is useful for developing fully integrated and packaged electronic devices [13,14] 
as well as for manufacturing flexible and wearable components for emerging technologies [15]. The inkjet printing 
process for thin film preparation allows the deposit of nanoparticle-based ink for the preparation of densely packed 
layers with appropriate thickness and composition for various applications [16] and well defined printed 
morphologies of nanoparticles can be already found in several works [17-19].  

An inkjet multilayer structure of ZnO nanoparticles which preserves a specific layer morphology and a 
predictable thickness over extended support area is presented herein. ZnO is a leading semiconductor oxide that 
has gained wide usage in the semiconductor industry [20-22]. Recently, the ability of ZnO to easily form 
nanostructures offers researchers ideal morphologies for the development of devices where a high surface-to-
volume ratio is required (gas sensing layer, catalyst, etc.) [23-25]. In this context, appropriate formulations of ZnO 
nanoparticulate inks were used to prepare stratified layers through a multi-run printing process suitable to produce 
large-square pattern on a flat silicon support. The formation of a stacked multilayer structure was obtained by a 
fine tuning of the printing parameters and demonstrate through an extended structural characterization of the 
resulting film. In particular, printed layer morphology was investigated with optical microscopy, Atomic Force 
Microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy. AFM profiling was performed over the entire printed area to 
determine the pattern reproducibility. Focused ion beam cross-sections relative to specific structural features were 
prepared and analyzed to evaluate the layer thickness. The sensing properties of the inkjet multilayer were finally 
evaluated for the ethanol detection using a silicon micromachined micro hotplate device [25]. 

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials 
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The ZnO nanoparticles inks were prepared by Avantama AG. The ink viscosity and surface tension were 
formulated to match the fluid requirements for the inkjet printing process. The nominal size of the ZnO 
nanoparticles was 15 nm, as indicated by the supplier. 

 
2.2 Preparation of ZnO layer  

ZnO layers were prepared using a FUJIFILM Dimatix Materials printer (DMP-2800 series) operating with a 
single nozzle. The supplied ZnO ink was filtered with 0.2 μm filter paper, sonicated for several minutes and 
dispensed with a 10 pL nominal drop-volume Dimatix cartridge. Filled cartridges were stored at room temperature 
until use. Square-shaped patterns of 1mmx1mm were printed on silicon supports pre-heated to 60°C by single or 
multi-pass printing procedures.  The last was performed with a delay time of 20 s for each layer.  Once printed, 
the samples were analyzed without any further treatments or processes. 

 
2.3 Characterization methods 

Optical microscopy (MX50) was used for the initial inspection of the layer structure. Surface morphology was 
further analyzed by AFM (Veeco VX210) and SEM (ZEISS NEON 40). For thickness evaluation, sample cross-
sections of specific pattern regions were prepared by an in situ Focused Ion Beam procedure performed with the 
same SEM equipment. AFM was also used for measuring the surface profiles of the printed pattern. 

 
3. Results and discussion  
 
3.1 Role of printing parameters 

A detailed set-up of the operative conditions is required for a multilayer design, and even though fine tuning 
must be performed on the specific structured device, an understanding of the effect of the parameters role could 
be figured out on a flat substrate with similar surface properties. In order to form nanoparticle ZnO layers with 
specific geometries and controlled thickness, appropriate test patterns over a flat silicon support were designed in 
order to study and optimize the principal parameters affecting printing quality. Among these, the drop spacing 
(DS), defined as the center-to-center drop distance, was adjusted to achieve the optimal distance at which the 
coalescence of jetted drops forms a well-defined square pattern of approximately 1 mm length.  

The firing voltage was initially adjusted to jet drops with a speed of approximately 10 m/s at a jetting frequency 
of 5 kHz. Under these conditions the jetted drop vertically exits from the nozzle, and a flying round drop was 
formed at a distance that matches the print-head to substrate distance (1000 μm), figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Dimatix watcher image of the jetted drop from a nozzle. 

 
Platen temperature is also a significant factor. In addition to the stated experimental conditions, the printed 

platen was heated to 60°C to avoid spreading and undesired coalescence effects and ensure fast drying of the drop 
during the entire process.  

A DS value large enough to guarantee physical separation (e.g. 100 μm) through a single-pass process of arrayed 
ZnO drops was first used. Figure 2(a) demonstrates that this condition leads to the formation of isolated round 
drops around 80-90 μm in diameter, spaced at approximately 100 μm.  As shown in the picture, the resulting array 
is aligned and the coffee ring effect observed elsewhere [16, 26, 27] was not present; a tendency of the fluid to 
pool at the center of the drop was instead noticed. Even if some random coalescence is potentially observable even 
in the single-run drop array, an evident coalescence phenomenon appears by printing the same pattern four-time 
with a sufficient delay for the drops to dry between each run, figure 2(b). The resulting array presents several rows 
where two or more subsequent drops coalesce into a single-horizontal strip along the printing direction indicated 
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by the arrow. As also previously described in Soltman [27], the landing drops in this experiment overlap and merge 
preserving their round shape, and a scalloped printed line emerges.  

 

 
 
Figure 2. Optical images of ZnO drop array printed by a single (a) and a four-pass process (b), DS 100 μm. Grid 
step is 85 μm. 

 
Considering a drop size of approximately 85 μm, a continuous square coverage 1 mm in size should be formed 

at a DS value equal to 60 μm. At this DS value, the relative printed patterns have pseudo-square structures, both 
following a single-pass and a four-pass printing process, figure 3(a) and (b) respectively, consisting of a sequence 
of horizontally-oriented strips.  

A smaller drop spacing reduces printing quality with severe coalescence causing amorphous structures from an 
overflowing irregular drop (data not shown). 

 
Figure 3. Optical images of 1mmx1mm inkjet single (a) and four-pass ZnO layers (b), DS 60 μm. 

 
3.2 Structural analysis 

Initial inspection of the single-layer pattern printed at a DS 60 μm reveals wave shaped strips which are aligned 
well with each other and show minimum (or maximum) points at a distance that is very close to the imposed DS 
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value, figure 4(a). In addition, the wave shape is coherent with the drop size, as described in the sketch of the 
printing layout. In accordance with the coalescence effect shown in figure 2(b), the landing drops overlap and 
coalesce preferentially in the printing direction, preserving their round shape; this time, however, the scalloped 
morphology shows that all the concavities are oriented at the same direction as a consequence of the overlap among 
two subsequent printing lines.   

The strip structure is preserved even after the four-pass printing process; in this case, the strips do not form a 
clear wave pattern, but straighter and larger strip boundaries. The inner strip region is narrower (approximately 40 
μm in size) with respect to the (yellow double row) distance of the single dispensation (figure 4a), while the 
boundary-width, taken as the vertical distance between two subsequent inner-strips, is approximately 18 μm. 
Therefore, the overall strip size is still coherent with the size of a single drop, figure 4(b), which consistent with 
the formation of a stack of aligned straight strips that emerges from the controlled drop overlap that occurs in each 
printing step. 

 
 
Figure 4.  Optical images relative to the central area of ZnO single (a) and four-layers patterns (b); a sketch of 
the printing layout at 60 μm drop spacing for an 85 μm sized drop is also shown in (a). 

 
The AFM image of the single-layer printed pattern, figure 5(a), shows a relatively smooth surface for the inner 

strip region characterized by a low root-mean square roughness value (Rq = 3.5 nm) and less oscillation in height, 
figure 5(b); the top of the wave instead reaches a maximum height of approximately 150 nm.The nanoparticulate 
nature of the printed layers was examined through SEM analysis. As shown in figure 5(c) the printed pattern forms 
a continuous and densely packed coverage without severe cracks (<100 nm), consisting of a homogenous 
distribution of ZnO nanoparticles (approximately 10-15 nm in size).  
 

Figure 5. AFM image of the ZnO single layer pattern (a) and relative section analysis measured along the marked 
black line (b). SEM image of the inner strip region (c).  

 
3.3 Controlling the layer thickness 

(b) (a) 

(c) 
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In order to evaluate the layer thickness, appropriate cross-sections of the printed patterns were obtained through 
an in situ FIB preparation and analyzed with high-resolution SEM imaging. Figure 6 shows the FIB sections 
relative to internal strip zones. Ion irradiation may alter the observed section morphology, which can result in poor 
image contrast especially for the thinner layers. For the four-layer sample, it was in any case possible to evaluate 
the layer thickness and several section zones with relatively smooth profiles have shown values of about 140 nm. 
Increasing the number of layers results in thicker film that still preserve a relative uniform thickness in the inner 
strip region; the thickest film, prepared through a twelfth run process, have presented a predictable thickness of 
approximately 441 nm (data not shown). 

  
Figure 6. SEM analysis relative to the FIB cross-section of the four-layers ZnO film (a); in (b) a SEM 
magnification relative to the same section. 
 

In figure 7 is presented the AFM profiling measured long an entire deposited line of the single and four-layer 
film, (a) and (b) respectively, it demonstrates the good reproducibility of the strips, which replicated each other 
well along the printed area (see double arrows in figure 7), closely matching the imposed drop spacing value (60 
μm). In addition, the broadening of the strip boundary clearly appears for each strip of the four-layer pattern, 
showing a larger peak width of approximately 20 μm in figure 7(b) with respect to the sharp peaks for the single 
layer in figure 7(a). Regarding the roughness with respect to the section analysis previously discussed on a small 
area (see figure 5), on a very large area, the internal strip region preserves low height oscillations (10 nm) and 
relative smooth morphologies, especially for the single-layer pattern. 

 

 
Figure 7. AFM height profiling of the single-layer (a) and four-layer printed patterns (b), and the relative optical 
images and scanning directions. The peak-to-peak distance is indicated by the double-arrows, with a length equal 
to 60 μm. 
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The sensing properties of the ZnO-based inkjet film were evaluated creating stacked structures on a silicon-
based 400x400 μm2, highly integrated micro hotplate for ethanol sensing, early described in [25]. Preliminary 
experiments have presented a sensing response of about 50% as well as a reproducibly and consistent variation to 
the ethanol flux. This results demonstrate the potential application of the stacked inkjet structure as gas sensing 
layer in micro devices; enhancing of the sensor performances can be achieved by a fine adjusting of the 
experimental conditions (e.g. operating temperature, environmental humidity, platen temperature etc.) and 
depositing a convenient material amount respect to the number of printed layers. In addition, further post printing 
treatments can be implemented to enhance the sensing material proprieties. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
Stacked multilayers of ZnO nanoparticles with smooth strips of specific thickness are produced through a fast, 

practical and low-cost inkjet printing process. The role of the printing parameter was thoroughly examined and 
fine adjustments were applied accordingly. A continuous sequence of strips with periodical repeats over a large 
square area was accomplished. Very small ZnO nanoparticles-based inks formulated with appropriate viscosity 
and surface tension were chosen for their wide ability to form nanostructures with high surface-to-volume ratio 
for the applications that require this feature.  

As a proof of concept, the gas sensing properties of the inkjet multilayer were investigated by using a highly 
integrated silicon micro-heater. Further work is underway to enhance the sensing performances by a rational choice 
of the operative conditions, including various particle solutions to accomplish innovative nanostructured sensing 
materials.  
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